**CHAMP Scholars**

- encourage students to attend and graduate college
- inspire students to choose STEM as a major
- increase the number of graduates from underrepresented in STEM groups

**What we do**

- Make sure academically advanced students are properly challenged and reach their full potential
- Teach different areas of Mathematics (Math is not just numbers!)
- Encourage students to think logically and outside of the box, not just follow prescribed set of rules
- Provide regular contact with successful college students, who serve as mentors
- Organize two field trips/enrichment activities per year

---

**Cougars and Houston Area Mathematics Program (CHAMP)**

**What we need from school**

- identify 10-12 students who will be the best fit for the program
- arrange a safe quite place for the meeting: one hour per week
- provide transport and at least one chaperone for each enrichment activity
- sustain a reliable communication with CHAMP staff throughout the year

**Now enrolling for 2020-2021**

More information about the program: [www.math.uh.edu/champ/](http://www.math.uh.edu/champ/)

**CHAMP Leaders and Staff:**

University of Houston best and brightest

To sign up your school, fill out the form online or email:

**CHAMP Director:**

Dr. Anna Vershynina
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
University of Houston
anna@math.uh.edu
(include ‘CHAMP’ in the subject)